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Beginning DevOps with Docker: Automate the deployment of your environment with the power of the Docker toolchainPackt Publishing, 2018

	It can be tough to roll out a pre-configured environment if you don't know what you're doing. We'll show you how to streamline your service options with Docker, so that you can scale in an agile and responsive manner. 

	Key Features
		
			Learn how to structure your own Docker containers
	...
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Automating Windows AdministrationApress, 2004

	Author Stein Borge has written a problem and solution-oriented text. In this follow-up edition, he thoroughly explains automating common administrative tasks for all business versions of Windows that rely on the Windows Script Host (WSH).


	This book introduces new features of recent WSH versions, then discusses...
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Programming the Microsoft Windows Driver ModelMicrosoft Press, 1999
Microsoft’s new driver model for Windows 98 and Windows 2000 supports Plug and Play, provides power management capabilities, and expands on the driver/minidriver approach. Written by device-driver expert Walter Oney in cooperation with the Windows DDK team, this book provides extensive practical examples, illustrations, advice, and...
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Microservices with Docker on Microsoft Azure (includes Content Update Program) (Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology)Addison Wesley, 2016

	Book + Content Update Program

	

	“Beyond just describing the basics, this book dives into best practices every aspiring microservices developer or architect should know.”

	—Foreword by Corey Sanders, Partner Director of Program Management, Azure

	

	Microservice-based...
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Windows 2000: Quick FixesO'Reilly, 2001
O'Reilly and Associates is known mainly for publishing excellent books about programming languages and operating systems, and for catering to propellerheads' endless appetite for minor details. In Windows 2000 Quick Fixes, O'Reilly proves that it can put out equally excellent books for less technical users of operating systems--people...
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Windows Registry Forensics: Advanced Digital Forensic Analysis of the Windows RegistrySyngress Publishing, 2011

	I am not an expert. I have never claimed to be an expert at anything
	(at least not seriously done so), least of all an expert in forensic
	analysis. I am not an expert in Windows Registry analysis. I am
	simply, by profession, a responder and analyst with some work
	and research experience in this area. I have also performed a
	number...
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Dictionary of Contact AllergensSpringer, 2007

	Here is a helpful guide, A-to-Z guide on the structures of chemicals implicated in contact dermatitis. It describes each molecule along with its principal name for classification. The dictionary also lists the most important synonyms, the Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) Registry Number that characterizes the substance and its chemical...
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Managing the Windows NT RegistryO'Reilly, 1998

	
		The Windows NT Registry is the repository for all hardware, software, and application configuration settings, and Managing the Windows NT Registry is the system administrator's guide to maintaining, monitoring, and updating the Registry database. The book addresses four main areas:

		
			What is the...
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Hacking the Code: ASP.NET Web Application SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2004
This unique book walks you through the many threats to your web application code, from managing and authorizing users and encrypting private data to filtering user input and securing XML. For every defined threat, it provides a menu of solutions and coding considerations. And, it offers coding examples and a set of security policies for each of...
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Hands-on Kubernetes on Azure: Use Azure Kubernetes Service to automate management, scaling, and deployment of containerized applications, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Understand the fundamentals of Kubernetes deployment on Azure with a learn-by-doing approach

	
		Key Features

		
			Get to grips with the fundamentals of containers and Kubernetes
	
			Deploy containerized applications using the Kubernetes platform
	
			Learn how you can...
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PC Magazine Fighting Spyware, Viruses, and MalwareJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Think there's no malicious software on your computer? PC Magazine thinks you should think again.
Scans by ISPs have revealed as many as twenty-eight spyware programs running on the average home computer—like yours. That's a lot of people prying into what's on your PC, and a DSL or cable connection is a virtual welcome mat. But by...
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SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Design, deploy, and manage stored procedures in enterprise data applications

SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure Programming shows you how to use Transact-SQL to design, debug, and manage custom stored procedures, functions, and triggers. You'll learn to manage SQL Server resources using new features of Enterprise Manager, Query analyzer,...
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